R5.5 Product and Service Category Tables Change History

Table A-1
- Changed 2.2 Common Channel Signaling (formerly Signaling Transfer Point (STP)) to Signaling Controllers and modified definition to include Evolved Packet Core signaling controllers and added Diameter signaling controller and Diameter routing/relay agent to examples
- Modified 2.6 Network Access Control by removing Diameter signaling controller and Diameter routing/relay agent from the examples list
- Split 1.2.4 Core and Access Ethernet Switches into 1.2.4.1 Legacy Ethernet Switches and 1.2.4.2 Virtualized Ethernet Switches
- Split 1.2.9.1 Core Routers into 1.2.9.1.1 Legacy Core Routers and 1.2.9.1.2 Virtualized Core Routers
- Split 1.2.9.2 Edge Routers into 1.2.9.2.1 Legacy Edge Routers and 1.2.9.2.2 Virtualized Edge Routers
- Modified definition 3.3.2.5 Combined BTS to include 5G radios
- Split 4.2.1 On-line Critical Operations Support Systems into 4.2.1.1 Legacy On-line Critical and 4.2.1.2 NFV Orchestrator
- Split 4.2.2 On-line Non-critical Operations Support Systems into 4.2.2.1 Legacy On-line Non-critical and 4.2.2.2 Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM)
- Added 6.2.2 Cloud Terminal

Table A-2
- Replaced normalization units for FR with “Required” for those categories reporting FR
- Added new Incident Response Rate (IRR) measure
- Changed 2.2 name as noted above
- Split 1.2.4, 1.2.9.1, 1.2.9.2, 4.2.1, and 4.2.2 as noted above
- Added 6.2.2 as noted above

Table A-3
- Changed 2.2 name as noted above
- Split 1.2.9.1, 1.2.9.2, 4.2.1, and 4.2.2 as noted above

Table A-4
- None

Table A-5
- Added Gigabit equivalent for OC-1

Table A-6
- Removed NYR
- Added IRR measure

Table A-7
- Remove NYR
- Changed definition of Fc for the SFQ measure
- Added IRR measure